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LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2117 53 Metz Hotel Hare: Goblet

Run Report:
It was minus 2oC in Launceston today as the Hashers set off for work, most
have packed their gloves and beanies anticipating a cold night. The Hare Goblet has neglected to inform all that they will need to bring their miners lamps
to the run. The Hashers arriving at the Metz make their way through the
wood shed, head up the stairs to the beer garden where they find Goblet
sitting in the darkness and I mean dark it is pitch black. Goblets torch is beginning to fade as he has near worn it out setting up the kegs. Never fear says
Goblet a true Hasher will find his way to the beer no matter how dark it is.
The run starts outside Allgoods if I said there are no hills and false trails I
would be lying ON ON calls Goblet. The Hashers feel their way back down the
stairs through the wood shed onto York St and Blakey calls ON ON as he finds
the trail next to the phone box. The well marked trail turns into Charles St
then heads down the alley way into Benders car park to the first check opposite the Cock and Bull pub. Scary calls ON ON as he picks up the trail outside
the shell servo. The trail turns east into York St heading back towards the
Metz, Goblet has incorporated good late comers loop. A double arrow is
used to cross the road and the pack heads down the Kingsway, through Cuisine lane past the fire station to another check outside the old museum
where Inlet came unstuck with the breathalyser a couple of years ago. Rickshaw is the first to pick up the trail behind the museum. The trail follows the
highway to a false trail in Canal St. The trail now winds its way through every
lane way and alley between Brisbane St and the Esplanade and finally leads
into the darkness of City Park for another check. Bugsy finds the trail but it
soon leads to a false trail. Tail Pipe has found the real trail heading up the
steep Monkeys lane . A quick lap around the aquatic centre and another
false trail in Stewart St. Back tracking through My St we find the ON HOME
sign in Elizabeth St. A 400 metre jog has us back at the Metz.
A well planned and marked run which never ventured more than a kilometre
from the Metz which gave sludge arse runners ample opportunity to return
to the Metz early. One of the better winter runs this year.

ON ON

On ON:
The front runners return to the ON ON site
expecting it to be in darkness but find it lit up
like the MCG on game night. Derbs and Inlet
have come to the rescue with some flood
lights. Inlet would not be using them at
home as he is not connected to the Hydros
grid. Tagg has returned early from the run
and is seated next to the kegs so he can easily refill his depleted grail. Goblet has cut up
and buttered loaves of bread ready for the
soup. The back runners return through the
wood shed and are soon followed by the
chef to see if we are ready for the soup. The
chef returns toting a saucepan containing a
couple of gallons of piping hot chicken and
mushroom soup. The chicken soup is soon
gone and is been diluted with copious
amounts of cold boags ale. The chef again
climbs the stairs and checks with Goblet are
you ready for the first pizzas. The Chef is met
with a definite yes. An endless supply of pizzas begins until Goblets says a Hasher cannot eat any more pizza and drink Boags as
well. Tagg has taken a quick break from
munching on a large piece of chilli pizza and
announces that the squatters run at his old
family home next week will be the last one
from 24 Redwood Cres as the new owners
get the key next week. Tagg has also announced that it will be a free night beer and
food. The Hash Cash is getting a bit nervous
all this for free. Free soup and pizza’s tonight, free beer and food next week where
and when will it end lucky I have finished
the shack extensions and had my Canada
trip. What will the G.M think he is not here
tonight.

Skulls:
Blakey rings the bell and the Lip Rickshaw jumps on top of a chair and
calls quiet in the circle or you will skolling
Two anniversary skols to kick us off Tonight
Delly 800 runs
Daffy 350 runs
The Lip is spooking from upon his chair when he hears a Hasher talking in the circle. Who was that Blakey ??, I am sure it was Tyles replies Blakey. Up you get Tyles, under protest Tyles takes the grail sips
about two mils and pours the rest over the Monks coat much to the
amusement of all except Blakey.
The last skull tonight is for the Hare Goblet

Skulls from the floor:
Parking spaces near the Metz are as scarce as hens teeth. Blakey
comes around the corner in his ute and spies a parking spot outside
the Metz. A four wheel drive speeds past cuts Blakey off and the
parking spot is gone. Blakey does a blocky and sees another spot the
same four wheel drive cuts Blakey off again and he cannot turn into
the car park. Blakey parks way up the road and walks back to the
Metz where he spies Rickshaw sitting in the four wheel drive that had
cut him off. Up you get Rickshaw.
Raffle:
Six pack Boags: Abba
Bottle red: Daffy.
Bottle chardonnay: Shrek.
Mystery prize: Tagg

Committee:
The 2014 Committee The investment in Excellence for HASHERS
GM: Slomo JM: Sheila, Hash Cash: Scary, Monk: Blakey, Trail master: Abba, Horn: Fingers, Lip: Rickshaw Scribe: Boong,
Web Wanker Bugsy

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 19th August Squatters run at 24 Redwood Cres Youngtown Hare Tagg
Tuesday 30th September Riverside Pizza shop Hare: Hash Pash
More Hares required see this years Trail Master Abba before he nominates you to set a run or we will be
back at 44B Basin Rd again.
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 21st August Hare: Mr Sheen 4Bayview Drive Blackstone
Heights.
LH3 Website

Joke of the week
Two Irishmen walk into a pet shop in Dingle, they walk over to the bird
section and Gerry says to Paddy, 'Dat's dem.'
The owner comes over and asks if he can help them.
'Yeah, we'll take four of dem dere little budgies in dat cage up dere,'
says Gerry..
The owner puts the budgies in a cardboard box
Paddy and Gerry pay for the birds, leave the shop and get into Gerry's
truck to drive to the top of the Connor Pass. .
At the Connor Pass , Gerry looks down at the 1000 foot drop and says,
'Dis looks like a grand place..'
He takes two birds out of the box, puts one on each shoulder and jumps
off the cliff.
Paddy watches as the budgies fly off and Gerry falls all the way to the
bottom, killing himself stone dead.
Looking down at the remains of his best pal, Paddy shakes his head and
says, 'Feck dat.
Dis budgie jumping is too feck'n dangerous for me!'
Moment's later; Seamus arrives up at Connor Pass.
He's been to the pet shop too and walks up to the edge of the cliff carrying another
cardboard box in one hand and a shotgun in the other..
'Hi, Paddy, watch dis,' Seamus says.
He takes a parrot from the box and lets him fly free.
He then throws himself over the edge of the cliff with the gun.
Paddy watches as half way down, Seamus takes the gun and shoots the parrot.
Seamus continues to plummet down and down until he hits the bottom and breaks
every bone in his body.
Paddy shakes his head and says, 'And I'm never trying dat parrotshooting either!'
Paddy is just getting over the shock of losing two friends when Sean appears.
He's also been to the pet shop and is carrying a cardboard box out of which he pulls a
chicken.
Sean then takes the chicken by its legs and hurls himself off the cliff and disappears
down and down until he hits a rock and breaks his spine.
Once more Paddy shakes his head. 'Feck dat, lads. First dere was Gerry with his budgie jumping, den Seamus parrotshooting.... And now Sean and his feck'n hengliding!'

